8:30 -9:30am Atlantis Grand Ballroom D This panel reflects the scope and diversity of the unprecedented challenges and opportunities for the systems and controls community that has been created by several research themes from the basic sciences to advanced technologies. Connecting physical processes at multiple time and space scales in quantum, statistical, fluid, and solid mechanics, remains not only a central scientific challenge but also one with increasing technological implications. This is particular so in highly organized and nonequilibrium systems as in biology and nanotechnology, where interconnection, feedback, and dynamics are playing an increasingly central role.
dynamics are playing an increasingly central role.
Molecular biology has provided a detailed description of much of the componentry of biological networks, and the organizational principles of these networks are becoming increasingly apparent. It is now clear that much of the complexity in biology is driven by its control systems, however poorly understood these remain. At higher levels of organization, the feedback between humans and their ecosystems raise questions of both public health and technological sustainability. In addition, advanced technology is creating engineering examples of networks with complexity approaching that of biology. While the components are entirely different, there is striking convergence at the network level of the architecture and the role of protocols, control, and feedback in structuring complex system modularity.
Finally, there are new mathematical frameworks for the study of complex networks that suggest that this apparent network-level evolutionary convergence both within biology and between biology and technology is not accidental, but follows necessarily from the requirements that both be efficient, robust, and evolvable. Through combinations of evolution and natural selection or engineering design, such systems exhibit highly symbiotic interactions of extremely heterogeneous components to create functional hierarchies, with massive use of control and feedback throughout.
The next wave of the Information technology revolution, may well see the convergence of control with communication and computation. Much attention is currently directed at sensor networks, with the emergence of nodes that can sense, wirelessly communicate, and compute. Actuation is but the next step, leading to their Eull fledged use in both small-scale and broader cooperative control settings. With wireless networks possibly on the cusp of a take-off, and the growth of embedded processors, the future may see large collections of sensors and actuators orchestrated over the ether or inside the human body. Large systems with a variety of time, space, and energy saving usages can resuIt.
Promising, popular, as well as specious theories of complex systems, deterministic or stochastic, all now coexist and compete for both research funding and the attention of the brightest young minds. In this context, the systems and controls community offers a unique perspective, combining rigor and practical relevance with a critical combination of dynamics, feedback, robustness, nonlinearity, design, and optimization. With the concepts of control and feedback at the heart of so many emerging multidisciplinary challenges, the controls community is poised to be a central enabler in the future of both basic scientific research and sustainable technology.
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has worked in optical and atomic physics, using a combination of experimental and theoretical approachks>to study the behavior of quantum-mechanical systems ander, continuous observation. His continuing research fo?L&k on the use of ieal-time feedback for active control of quantum systems, and on clarifying the transition from quantum to classical behavior. Developing new interests include the application of mathematical methods 60m control theory to anaIyze and design complex physical systems, quantum optics with nanostructures, molecular biophysics, translating quantum mechanics, and the role of information technology in higher education. 
